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It was 2016 
when our founders decided 

that the independent retail 

sector needed a company 

dedicated to the creation 

and management of content 

for digital screens in out of 

home environments. As well 

as content, we wanted to 

offer a full range of hardware 

and software to help 

independent retailers make 

the transition from printed 

posters and progress into 

moving content and by doing 

so, increasing their levels of 

customer engagement . With 

backgrounds in marketing, 

print and online technology, 

the team at New Era Group 

have combined forces to 

deliver a full solution to 

take independent retailers 

“confidently” into the digital 

signage revolution.

We have invested significant 

time in those first few years 

discovering, in consultation with 

our design and animation team, 

exactly what works and what 

doesn’t on screens of all shapes 

and sizes in all environments.

    fter   two   years   of

        building  our digital  

        content   production

skills  and resources, we 

expanded the team to provide 

hardware procurement, 

installation, and support, 

together with software 

integration skills. We believed 

that it was only companies with 

these capabilities “in-house” 

that would be able to deliver the 

highest level of success for our 

customers which culminated in 

our company strapline.

‘We Grow Our Business by 

Growing Yours’

After gradual expansion that, in 

2019, led to our first and most 

significant partnership being 

formed.

After conversations over a 

2-year period, we were chosen 

to be the official partner to 

help deliver Alan Howard’s 

digital signage roll out to their 

customer base.

Alan Howard is one of the 

UK’s leading suppliers of 

professional hairdressing 

supplies, beauty supplies & 

barbering supplies from all the 

leading salon-exclusive brands. 

Since our breakthrough 

with Alan Howard, we have 

developed several meaningful 

partnerships with various 

companies and brands that 

have assisted the growth of 

New Era Group’s brand and 

business.

‘We Grow Our Business
 by Growing Yours’

INTRODUCTION
It’s Not a Sprint, It’s a Marathon

A

We have grown our 
business through meaning-
ful partnerships, hard work 
and having a great team 
who are 100% customer 
focused.



Qualification is key to
any successful project. 
• What does your customer want?

• What are they trying to achieve?

• How can we help them achieve those   
 objectives?

•  How can we make it fit their respective   
 budget?

•  How can we help reduce costs in other   
 areas and help their business in crease
 their revenue?

•  Have we achieved success with customers  
 already?

FREE CONSULTATION 
DISCOVERY SESSION  &
     Helping to Understand and
      Achieve  Your  Objectives 

        ur team here at New Era  

                     Group  want  to  explore

         what   your    business

really wants and needs. Through our 

initial discovery and consultation 

process, we can listen carefully to 

what you’re hoping to achieve and 

then recommend the necessary 

solutions and rationale behind 

those recommendations which will 

best help serve and meet those 

objectives.

“We Grow Our Business by 
Growing Yours”

Maybe you’ve got no idea what you  

need or want. Perhaps like some, 

you need examples of what worked 

well elsewhere? You perhaps need 

time spending with you to help 

you feel comfortable about taking 

the decision to implement digital 

signage into your life and business? 

Whatever it is, we are here to help 

and get you on the road to success.

O



Case Study 01

Thanks to New Era’s in-salon screen technology, House 
of Hair Hostess in Solihull has seen its retail sales boom.

“ The results have been amazing! Since July 14th, we 
have generated over £2,000 a month of additional income 
from the screen advertisements. If you’re a salon owner who 
is afraid of losing your business I would recommend getting 
some screens installed”  -  House of Hair Hostess

 ike many salon owners,  

 Fay Smith of House of  

 Hair Hostess in Solihull
has faced high levels of stress, 
anxiety and uncertainty due to 
the effects of Covid-19. 

  However, rather than panic 
and let the pandemic ruin her 
business, Fay focused on new 
ways to communicate with 
her clients and maximise her 
income opportunities.

 This ambition started to 
become reality thanks to Alan 
Howard - one the UK’s leading 
hair care distributors. In 
partnership with Halifax-based 
New Era Group Limited, Alan 
Howard recently launched a 
digital screen rollout aimed at 
supporting its clients.

 After an initial phone 
consultation with New Era 
Group to discuss potential 
solutions, Fay decided to install 
three small point of sale digital 
advertising displays on styling 
units facing clients.

“Sales without a 
salesperson”
“I wanted to see how I could 
start to sell additional products 
more effectively, as well as 
incentivise our clients to 
engage more with our social 
media pages and extend our 
marketing reach,” Fay says. 
And crucially, Fay needed 
to achieve all this without 
dedicated salespeople. “It’s 
difficult for staff in the salon to
sell additional products and 
services because they’re not 
trained salespeople.

Most conversations they 
have with clients are about 
everyday life,” Fay says. “But 
my thinking was, if we could 
focus the customer on the 
screens advertising our range 
of additional services, then that 
would guide conversations 
and enable the stylist to 
take orders from clients who 
respond.”

New Era Support
“The team at New Era have 
been great right from the 
start and have continued to 
support me after delivery of 
the screens.

Their ongoing and unlimited 
advert design and account 
management service is all built 
into an affordable monthly 
payment with no upfront fees
via leasing. They are customer 
focused and care about how 
well we are doing.”

Instant results, quick 
returns
In fact, so happy is Fay, she’s just 
ordered another screen for the 
beauty section in the salon.
 “Our first screens have 
already pretty much paid for 
themselves in the first six 
weeks, so everything from now 
on is profit,” Fay says.
   “As with any new idea there 
is always that thought in the 
back of your mind that it may 
not work, but I can honestly say 
the digital screens have been 
my best marketing investment 
ever. I’m over the moon I took 
the decision to get them 
installed.”
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HARDWARE 
SOFTWARE &
Working With Key Global Manufacturing 
Partners We Have Been Able to Offer 
Solutions Across Every Sector. Our Main 
Partner is Birmingham Based...

           hat  sets  All  See  

             Technologies apart

             from  other  display 

manufacturers, who offer 

commercial screen solutions, is 

that they are one of the world’s 

biggest and most established 

manufacturers that is exclusively 

dedicated to the commercial 

display and Digital Signage 

market.

“The Queens 
Innovation 
Award”
Using years of industry expertise, 

they are fully equipped to provide 

complete turnkey solutions; 

developing software to be used 

alongside the hardware that 

they manufacture. 

Their huge diversity of solutions 

of both hardware, software and 

competitive has helped New Era 

Group  grow  their  initial  annual 

spend with the company from a 

modest £25,000 per annum to 

now well over £150,000. 

They have won numerous 

awards over the years 

including the prestigious 

“Queens Innovation Award” 

on several occasions as well as 

numerous other awards and 

their equipment and after-

care is by far the best in the 

industry, hence the reason it 

makes sense to continue to 

grow our business with All See 

Technologies whom, will play 

a major part in both New Era 

Group’s and our clients future.

W
Technologies”“



Case Study 02

City Retreat is an award-winning beauty salon situated in vibrant 
Jesmond minutes from the city centre of Newcastle. They pride 
themselves in offering the very best beauty and holistic treatments 
with exceptional customer service.

 “They installed the screen on a Sunday to limit the 
amount of disruption to everyday business at the Salon. 
We’re over the moon with the work and will be looking to 
add a second screen soon.”
         - Lesley Caster - Salon owner at City Retreat

       rom   the   moment
                    you  step  into  their  
       stylish and luxurious
spa your worries and cares 
will start to drift away. Their 
team of skilled and dedicated 
therapists will ensure a warm 
welcome and a delightful 
treatment experience every 
time you visit. They offer the 
finest treatments and products 
and constantly strive to keep 
abreast of new innovations 
and developments to ensure 
that their service to clients is 
delivered to the highest level 
possible.

They take immense pride in 
creating a warm and friendly 
atmosphere within the salon 
to ensure that clients feel 
welcome and cared for by all 
the City Retreat team. Their 
efforts in maintaining this high 
level of quality and exceptional 
service has been recognised 
within the industry and City 
Retreat has received several 
nominations for awards from 
both the British Beauty and 
Spa Industry Awards and the 
British Professional Beauty 
Awards.

“The Best British 
Beauty Salon”
In March 2008 they were 
awarded “The Best British 
Beauty Salon (with 4 rooms or 
more) 2008” and were Finalists 
for “The Best British Beauty 
Salon (with 4 rooms or more” 
in 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 
2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 
2016. The were also Winner 
of the coveted “Best British 
Beauty Salon (with 4 rooms or 
more) 2017” and “Employer of 
the Year 2017”.

Lesley Caster, salon owner 
at City Retreat, took the 
time to get in touch with 
New Era and we met at the 
Professional Beauty North 
exhibition before deciding on 
one of our 49” High Brightness 
Window Advertising Displays. 
We installed the screen on a 
Sunday to limit the amount 
of disruption to everyday 
business at the Salon. Lesley is 
over the moon with our work 
and will be looking to add a 
second screen soon.

We are delighted and excited 
to be working with Lesley. 
By choosing our account 
management package we can 
continue to help Lesley and her 
team with the management 
of promotional, brand and 
product messaging on her 
screens. We hope to help grow 
her customer base further and 
help to improve her overall 
customer experience through 
high level artwork, animations 
and multimedia messages we 
are providing.
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 PROFESSIONAL
 INSTALLATION
   Experienced & Qualified Engineers

         k,   so   you’ve   chosen   your         k,   so   you’ve   chosen   your
                   screens, made your payment,                     screens, made your payment,  
         you  now  want  to  see the job         you  now  want  to  see the job
finished off and look amazing. That’s finished off and look amazing. That’s 
where our small team of highly where our small team of highly 
experienced installers come into play. experienced installers come into play. 
Covering many motorway miles, we have Covering many motorway miles, we have 
delivered some amazing installations, delivered some amazing installations, 
some challenging, some straight some challenging, some straight 
forward. With an intense commitment forward. With an intense commitment 
to detail and cleanliness, our install to detail and cleanliness, our install 
team can ensure the dream you’ve been team can ensure the dream you’ve been 
sold will look every bit as good once the sold will look every bit as good once the 
screens are in place. screens are in place. 
  
Using a combination of video and on-Using a combination of video and on-
site survey techniques prior to install, we site survey techniques prior to install, we 
ensure that every challenge is catered ensure that every challenge is catered 
for, the correct fixings ad mountings are for, the correct fixings ad mountings are 
chosen and once on site, the installation chosen and once on site, the installation 
is fast and with the least amount of is fast and with the least amount of 
disturbance to your business and disturbance to your business and 
customers.customers.
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Case Study 02  -  The Hair & Beauty Lounge, based in 
Stockport is a forward-thinking business expertly owned 
and managed by Tonya and Leanne.

“ As Joint business owners, both myself and Leanne are always 
looking at ways to increase our client base and improve our appeal to 
potential and current customers.

By investing in our digital signage screens we feel we are offering the 
latest in cutting edge technology and achieving both those objectives.

The artwork and video material provided by the New Era Group’s 
account management and content creation team has been 
outstanding to date. There is a real buzz about the place and we’ve 
noticed a marked increase in passers-by stopping to take interest in 
the screens and its content plus an increase in our turnover. We would 
100% recommend the New Era Group to other businesses and the 
£100 we received for recommending a recent client is a lovely touch 
by the guys at New Era.”

- Tonya & Leanne – Joint Business Owners, The Hair & Beauty Lounge

                he  salon  offers  a vast  

   range       of        beauty

                treatments       ranging

from haircuts and styling 

through to nails as well 

as offering relaxing Spa 

treatments on the upper floor.

The salon is situated on a very 

busy road with lots of passers-

by and lots of competition 

from other competing salons. 

Stockport Hair and Beauty 

Lounge want to impress as 

many potential customers as 

possible  and  following  a  free

   “Free
    Consultation”

initial consultation they settled  

for two of our outstanding 

49” High Brightness android 

screens for their “in window 

display” and two 19” internal 

android monitors to further 

promote their brand and 

product ranges to clients once 

inside the salon.

The installation was very 

efficient and carried out 

during the day when the salon 

was closed.

The team were really impressed 

with the final results and we are 

extremely excited at working 

with them over the next 5 years 

on content creation for the 

screen and supporting them 

with screen management as 

part of the overall package. 

The screens can be accessed 

remotely to upload and vary 

content as well as having the 

capability to display their social 

media feeds, advertisements 

and video animation.

T



   n-House, Full-Time
       Design Team
Our dedicated team of of UK based 

designers comprises of 2D and 3D 

specialists, Animators, Graphic Design, 

Motion Graphics, photographers, and 

Filmmakers and are here to help deliver 

amazing content from our office, direct 

to your screen, using our cloud-based 

CMS platform.  

 

   oping With Demand
       To help speed up  the  process

                    and  manage  large  customer

demand, we have now created an 

extensive library of our most compelling 

content that has been specially created to 

gain the maximum impact from window 

displays and internal screens. You can 

choose from a vast and ever growing 

portfolio of designs and animations and 

this content can be personalised and 

edited to fit with your brand guidelines 

and support your own messages and 

colour schemes. 

What’ App Group
As well as a dedicated, online library on New Era Media’s 

You Tube Channel, we have an open what’s app group 

whereby we can communicate our latest ideas for content 

with our customers and non-customers. This offers us a 

chance to not only showcase our latest designs but explain 

the thinking behind what we do and why we do it. 

CONTENT & ACCOUNT
MANAGEMENT
Increasing Revenue &
Customer Engagement

Once your screens are in place, it’s 
all about great content, messaging 
and ensuring that the content is 
updated frequently to maintain 
the highest level of customer 
engagement and impact. Without 
great content, changed on a regular 
basis, your current and potential 
customers simply switch off. 

 lready Have a Screen,       
   but need some help with  
     Content?
Importantly, we can produce content for 

customers that aren’t using our other 

managed services or haven’t purchased 

screens from us. So, if you’re interested in 

seeing what we can do for your project, 

contact us for more information through 

our website contact form.

SCAN QR CODE
and join the

WhatsApp Group

I

C

A

   IT’S FREE
-  JOIN TODAY!



     osts - Affordable Monthly   
     Subscription Package
 

It can be become very expensive, time consuming 

and mentally draining to keep pace with the 

amount of content changes that are required to 

ensure your digital screen brings you the very best 

returns on investment. Having thought about this 

challenge in great detail at New Era, we think this 

is where we can make the biggest difference in 

helping our clients with cost effective and access 

to vast amounts of dynamic content.

 

Time and time again we see some great 

installations of digital screens around the UK but 

awful content being displayed within them and 

content that is on the screens for months at a 

time, this is where it’s all going wrong.

 

We understand the need for a screen and the value 

the screen can bring, but it must be filled with 

amazing and regularly updated content because 

please remember, this is you communicating 

with your current and potential customer. If you 

communicate poorly with sub-standard content 

and worse still, it stays on the screen for weeks and 

months, then this is doing more harm than good. 

We understand its more down to the fact of the 

time and money it takes to change and update 

things professionally as opposed to not wanting 

to do it and maybe this is the reason, we see so 

many poor advertising and marketing campaigns 

being driven through digital displays.

We are here to help and have devised a cost-

effective subscription service for the independent 

retail sector whereby you can enjoy access to 

£100,000’s worth of digital advertising display 

content and campaigns and have the option to 

change that content Every Month or Bi-Monthly 

without the prohibitive costs and the time needed 

to think about what to put on.

            uccess Stories uccess Stories 
       Through     our       amazing      and       Through     our       amazing      and

                    compelling           content          and                    compelling           content          and

advertising campaigns for our clients, we advertising campaigns for our clients, we 

have seen some customers grow their till have seen some customers grow their till 

takings well into 5 figure uplifts. We have takings well into 5 figure uplifts. We have 

devised and launched campaign’s which devised and launched campaign’s which 

have seen their Social Media reach increase have seen their Social Media reach increase 

significantly, recommend a friend scheme’s significantly, recommend a friend scheme’s 

take off and sharp and sustained increases in take off and sharp and sustained increases in 

additional service purchases. Deliver the right additional service purchases. Deliver the right 

content at the right time and you’ll achieve content at the right time and you’ll achieve 

marked success using digital signage whilst marked success using digital signage whilst 

reducing waiting time and costs associated reducing waiting time and costs associated 

with static and printed content.with static and printed content.

SCAN QR CODE &
Visit Our YouTube 

Content Library

C
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4 STEPS TO
SUCCESS
Placement, Brightness,
Screen Size & Content

     Screen 
Placement  –  As well as 
the obvious place such 
as your main shop 
front window you may 
want to place screens 
around your store?
The first thing is to 
identify a position or 
positions in your store 
where your customers 
eyeballs will be fixed 
for the longest period. 
Maybe this is at the 
till, the waiting area, 
preparation and 
workstation, the 
ceiling, even the toilet. 
Do not place screens 
as wall-fillers instead 
of a picture, don’t 
place them where a 
customer is not going 
to have any time or 
chance to take on 
board the adverts 
and content your 
displaying, place your 
screens where those 
eyeballs are going to 
see what you want 
them to notice.

1.         Content 
- So you’ve got the 
right size screen, in 
the right position with 
the correct brightness 
level, now its all about 
the content. New 
Era Group’s Media 
department can 
help you through the 
process and ensure 
that your content 
is eye catching and 
engaging.    

4.  Brightness 
Levels - We measure 
brightness in candela 
or nits or as its classified 
cd/m2. Window 
displays with direct 
sunlight we would 
always use 2500-3500 
nits. Shopping centres 
or enclosed areas such 
as arcades with little 
or no direct sunlight 
you could use 1500 
nits, and this would be 
sufficient. Internally 
we use 400-1000 nits 
which is much brighter 
than that of your home 
TV (250 Nits) and is 
more eye-catching 
and noticeable for your 
in-store customers. 

2.     Screen Size - Screen Size - 
The size of your screen The size of your screen 
is determined by the is determined by the 
viewing distance  from viewing distance  from 
where the customer where the customer 
stands or sits and the stands or sits and the 
distance to the screen distance to the screen 
from that point.  The from that point.  The 
closer the consumer closer the consumer 
is to the screen, the is to the screen, the 
smaller the screen, the smaller the screen, the 
further away, the larger further away, the larger 
the screen needs to be.the screen needs to be.
Though our free Though our free 
consultation we can consultation we can 
help determine the help determine the 
correct screen size you correct screen size you 
will require.will require.

3.

 Identify a position 
or positions in your store 
where your customers 
eyeballs will be fixed for 
the longest period.”



Case Study 04 - Situated on Wandsworth 
Bridge Road in the affluent area of Fulham, 
Naz Zeneldeen offers exceptional Hair 
Artistry. Recently (September 2018) they have 
undergone an extensive refurbishment of the 
Salon and owner Naz’s attention to detail is of 
the highest of order.

 To compliment and add to our customer 
experience further, we chose to work with New 
Era Group to supply, install and manage my 
digital screen which, is suspended beautifully 
from the ceiling.”
    - Hair by Naz Zeneldeen

                 az’s overall philosophy

    is  to  treat  clients  the

                 way   that    he    would

want to be treated himself. 

He believes the key is to 

really understand what each 

customer wants, providing 

them with the right individual 

experience and result.

Naz has been in the industry 

since he was 15 years old, 

helping in his family’s salon. 

It’s been his passion ever since, 

and in 2013 he opened his own 

business in Fulham.

A loyal following grew, and 

there are now six people 

working alongside Naz. He 

likes to keep hands-on, and still 

attends courses and seminars 

to keep up to date with new 

techniques. His expertise in 

colouring is well known by his 

clients.

Naz’s latest venture and 

passion is Gentlemen’s 

Grooming, a new salon has 

opened to accommodate 

these services next door to the 

current Hair & Blow Bar Salon 

on Wandsworth Bridge Road, 

Fulham.

 o  compliment  and  add

 to          his          customer

 experience further, 

Naz chose to work with New 

Era Group to supply, install 

and manage his digital 

screen which is suspended 

beautifully from the ceiling. 

Naz has been overwhelmingly 

complimentary towards New 

Era since the relationship began 

and we are really enjoying 

working with such a prestigious 

salon, supporting Naz as he 

continues to grow and establish 

the salon further.
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TESTIMONIALS
See Our Customer Feedback as They Share Their See Our Customer Feedback as They Share Their 
Experience and Results of Working With New Era Experience and Results of Working With New Era 
GroupGroup..

We  are  extremely  happy  with  our  screens.
We  have  had  them  for  2  months  now  and  the
relationship  is  working  really  well.
The design team gets what we are about and our needs. 
The install was extremely professional and completed 
on a day we were closed to minimise disruption.
Thank you guys!  - Ed’s Hair Salon

So pleased with our 3 new screens from New
Era, from the initial call to installation I am so
pleased with how everything went. Also, a huge
thank you to Matt G that works so hard with me and 
my crazy design ideas! The screens have a had a great 
impact on the business! 
Thank you all from us all at The Dentists of Didsbury

  - Yinka Rasheedah Agbalaya, Dentists of Didsbury

We have a wonderful ever-changing display
for our florist shop, its the best marketing tool
for a high street shop, it constantly catches people’s 
eye.
         - Chloe Sutcliffe, Brighouse Flower Garden



I  am  delighted  with  the  two  screens
I  purchased  from  New  Era  Group  which 
I’ve had installed in my new practice. I met the
guys at New Era at a dentistry exhibition and had 
been considering the technology for a while. The full 
turnkey solution offered by New Era Group enables 
me to benefit from their marketing and content 
creation expertise and free’s up my time to focus on 
running my business. I would recommend New Era 
Group to any independent retailer looking for media 
screens and I have done so already.”

    - Edward Masheder, Bow House Dental

Your  guys  have  been  amazing  bringing
all  my  ideas  to life on  the  screen.  When
you sold us the package and screen you were
hoping we would gain 4-6 new clients per month, its 
actually been 4-6 PER WEEK and it’s been one of the 
best marketing investments we have made since we 
opened the business all those years ago. This truly has 
been a move in the right direction for our company. 
The monthly fee I pay is easily taken care off by the 
number of new clients we have managed to attract. 
Rock on New Era and digital signage and thank you.

      - Patricia, County Hair Fashions

It’s  vitally  important  in  this  industry  that
our   services   are   marketed   in   a   very 
visual  and  clear  way  and  by  investing  in  a 
High Brightness In-Window Display, we felt this was a 
great way to advertise the incredible range of our skin 
treatments.” 
     - Hala Medical



Hair Salons 

Barbers Shop 

Beauty Salons 

Physiotherapy 

Dentists 

Opticians 

Shopping Centres

Restaurants

Take Aways 

Health Centres and Gyms 

Bathroom and Kitchen 

Show Rooms 

D.I.Y. Stores 

Retail Stores 

Car Salesrooms

Roadside media  

and much much more...

SECTORS
We Offer a Full Range of Indoor and We Offer a Full Range of Indoor and 
Outdoor Solutions to Cater for Every Outdoor Solutions to Cater for Every 
Eventuality.Eventuality.



PARTNERSHIPS  &
AFFILIATE  SCHEME
New Era Group success is Built on 
Meaningful  Partnerships 

Interested in finding out more?
Call/text or email our partnerships Manager Matt 
M: 0738 7787287
Office: 0203 950 1968
Email: matt@newragroup.co.uk

           ur               partnership

            scheme  allows  us  to

                        increase    our    client

base through meaningful 

recommendations and referrals 

from third party companies, 

individuals, partner sales teams, 

distributors, trade associations 

and media owners.

 

Since we launched our scheme in 

2017, we have formed meaningful 

partnerships with several 

companies and individuals 

who have associations and 

relationships with independent 

retailers both in the UK and now 

in Europe.

Not only do we pay fantastic rates

of commission, but we also 

deliver incredible and unrivalled 

customer value, ensuring that you 

get well rewarded for your efforts 

and your referred customer 

receives the highest-level of 

customer service and experience, 

which is the perfect environment 

for everyone.

We also support our partners 

with digital signage and content 

at their own exhibitions and 

events as part of the service and 

in many cases, we can direct our 

own customers and connected 

followers in the opposite direction, 

therefore helping our partners 

gain new and meaningful 

relationships also. 

O



READ MORE ABOUT
OUR PARTNERS

From One Professional 
to  Another
Trade Suppliers of top brand 
hairdressing & beauty products, 
electricals, equipment and 
designer salon furnishings. 
Having teamed up with the 
biggest brands in the industry 
we bring you the most 
diverse range of professional 
hairdressing & beauty products 
at outstanding prices.

Our Vision
We are proud to be a family run 
business with family values. 
Supporting, nurturing and 
caring for our team members 
and customers equally and with 
integrity. Our aim is to build 
long and lasting relationships 
to help achieve success for all.

The History
Alan Howard was established 
in Stockport in 1973 by Alan 
Crawford & Howard Littler. Alan 
Crawford was an ex Wella Sales 
representative who covered 
the area selling products from 
his van. Howard Littler was a 
hairdresser, trichologist, and 
part-time lecturer teaching 
hairdressing and wig making 
at Stockport College.

Flagship Superstore
July 2014- S.Park (Stockport) 
was opened. The very first Alan 
Howard store on Turncroft 
Lane relocated to a state of 
the art, purpose-built facility 
in a prime position, just off the 
M60 motorway.

Reduce, Reuse & Recycle 
Alan Howard (Stockport) 
Limited accepts responsibility 
for the harmful effects its 
operations have on both the 
local and global environment 
and is committed to reducing 
them.
If you’re not already recycling, 
find out more about how easy 
it is and how you can really 
make a difference by visiting 
the recycling room and find 
out all the information about 
why to recycle, what can be 
recycled and how to recycle 
responsibly.

Recent Years
The company took a more 
proactive approach to sales 
by focusing on our exclusive 
BDM-driven brands. This gave 
us the opportunity to increase 
our territory in Lancashire, 
Yorkshire and the North East for 
JOICO and Fudge and the East 
Midlands for Fudge.

In 2008 we secured the 
distribution of Matrix in the 
North West through the 
acquisition of Salon Centre and 
in 2010. This Matrix territory grew 
to include Yorkshire through 
our acquisition of Expertise. 
This also gave us our first store 
in Leeds.

Today, Alan Howard serves 
Hairdressers across the 
UK. With over 60 Business 
Development Managers, 
supported by over 20 specialist 
Educators, We can offer you the 
full package of support to help 
you grow and gain the most 
from your business. Partner 
with Alan Howard today and 
enjoy a hassle-free, friendly and 
professional service.

 We are proud to be a family run business 
with family values. Supporting, nurturing and 
caring for our team members and customers 
equally and with integrity.”



Running a business can be 
hard at the best of times… let 
alone coming out the back of 
a pandemic when you’re a part 
of an industry many consider 
to have been somewhat 
forgotten.

Thankfully, there is some help 
out there and you might be 
pleased to learn that you don’t 
have to always go it alone, write 
Ryan and Hollie Power from UK 
coaching brand, Salonology.

Having helped over 5,000 
salon owners over the last 
eight years, they’ve had lots of 
conversations with business 
owners and one of the main 
themes heard over and over 
again is that they are lonely 
or misunderstood in their 
business and often have 
nobody else to turn or talk to. 

This was one of the main 
reasons they set up their

infamous Gold Club for salon 
owners nearly four years ago, 
which now has over 400 
members.

Ryan says, “We saw a real need 
to create a community of like 
minded business owners — a 
non-judgemental family who 
can support one another as 
well as share best practices 
and great ideas.  Staff don’t 
understand what a business 
owner is going through and 
often neither friends nor family 
do either.  Thankfully, we do.”

Over the last four years 
Gold Club has grown into 
a supportive coaching 
community with a family feel 
and offers a unique blend of 
group coaching with Ryan 
and wife Hollie, incredible 
in-person events and video 
training courses on such as 
client generation and pricing 
for profit.

When recently surveyed the 
community shared that they 
not only felt much happier 
since joining, but 97% agreed 
they felt more supported and 
85% felt more in control of their 
future.

In a world with so much 
uncertainty right now, perhaps 
this could be just the ticket for 
you?

Salons of all shapes and sizes are 
catered for; from solo-operators 
to multi-location owners and 
offering everything from hair 
and beauty to wellness and 
aesthetics.

If you would like to take back 
control of your salon life, get 
some direction — or perhaps 
just be around others who 
understand your journey — 
then perhaps Gold Club may be 
a good fit for you.

“And all for less than the 
price of dinner out with 
your other half.”

WANT TO FEEL HAPPIER,
MORE SUPPORTED &
MORE IN CONTROL?

Find out more at https://www.salonologygoldclub.com/start-here





Professional Audio Marketing 

Services

We specialise in professional 

audio branding and marketing, 

that generates a return on your 

investment, by increasing your 

sales with subtle yet effective 

ad’s when combined with 

your salon telephone. We also 

provide an ‘In Salon Radio’ 

service that you can tailor to 

suit you and your business, and 

again generate additional sales 

to your business through the 

airwaves.

Self Service

If you’d prefer to take to the 

mic yourself, you can record 

any audio marketing message 

you like, and we’ll upload them, 

for FREE, forever!

In-Salon Broadband

We’ll connect you up to the 

latest superfast broadband 

technology (Router + WiFi), 

and ensure you have full WiFi 

coverage (thanks to our WiFi 

range guarantee).

We’ll also keep you cyber safe 

– and provide your clients with 

their own ‘Guest WiFi’ service, 

keeping your business data 

protected.

In -Salon Telephone(s)

Connect to the latest 

telephone handsets, 

shockproof, splashproof and 

noise cancelling tech, so you’ll 

be able to have a conversation 

with the hairdryers going!

Our Ethos

Our services have been built 

to generate a return on your 

investment in us and our 

services. Case studies have 

shown that using audio 

marketing triggers impulse 

purchases. If combined 

with the visual aspects 

(professionally provided by

NEWERA) you’ll unify your 

marketing efforts, and you 

WILL see an increase in sales as 

a direct result.

Our Future

We want to help to deliver the 

latest tech into the hair, beauty 

and wellness world, that will 

have a positive impact on every 

business we work with, in both 

sales and revenue returns, 

but also each and every one 

of your client experience’s. 

Delivering personalised offers 

and promotions to your clients 

on an individual level WILL 

increase your sales, and we’ll be 

there to help you achieve your 

goals.

Proud Partners

Our partnership with NEWERA 

enables our clients to unify their 

marketing efforts by combining 

visual with audio marketing, 

and reap the additional sales 

rewards.

DISCOVER THE ‘POWER 
OF AUDIO AND VISUAL 
MARKETING’
and start increasing your sales TODAY!



PRODUCT 
FOCUS 

 
Take a Look at Some of Our Best Sellers





SECTORS
External Display Screens 

Internal Display Screens 
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and much much more...
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Q & A’s WITH 
JOINT SALON OWNER AT
THREE-ONE-TWO
Check Out What This Salon Owner Says 
About Her Digital Window Display and 
The Results She’s Gained in 3 Months.

Q. “What are the main benefits of having 
a digital display in your window?”

A. “It showcases our work like social 
media and it attracts the attention 
of the passer by. Because our salon 
is set back, we have been told that it 
has brought the salon too life.”

Q. “How have your customers received the 
new screen since you’ve had it installed?”

A. “Everyone has commented on 
it, new and old client have said it’s 
finished off the salon.”

Q. “Since having the digital window 
display how many people have come in 
because of what they saw on the screen 
and what is the average spend of each of 
these new customers?”

A. “I’d say around 15 or more
 and on average around £30.” 

Q. “What would you say to any salon owner 
or retail business owner that is thinking 
about investing in a digital window 
display?”

A. “What are you waiting for!
It’s the best decision we made,
so do it!” 

Emma from Three - One - Two
Golcar, Hudderfield            

SCAN QR CODE FOR FULL VIDEO



          chose  New  Era   through       

          the  recommendation  of

          a   friend   who   had  their

screens installed in her salon 

and had seen lots of success 

because of them. I wanted to 

make my salon stand out on 

the street, as well as inform 

clients about the products we 

use during their treatments 

and the other services we can 

offer. The aim was to up-sell 

retail products.

The installation was speedy 

and professional, it took place 

exactly when they said it would 

and at a time when the salon 

was closed so as not to cause 

any disruption.

 In total, they were in and out in 

under 90 minutes. We’ve had 

so much interest since having 

our screens installed. 

People notice our salon much 

more than before and the 

window display promotes 

us to passers-by when the 

salon is closed, or if people 

just want to browse our prices 

and services without actually 

coming in. We have also seen a 

big increase in retail products 

leaving our shelves, certainly 

more so than is usual for us. 

I can only put that down to 

the screen in our styling bays 

promoting products to clients 

during their appointment.

The content updates have been 

amazing! Extremely creative 

and really understanding of 

our brand to keep that in the 

forefront of the marketing.

I constantly recommend this 

digital screens to every other 

hair & beauty businesses in the 

area.

I

Case Study 05  -  Mousey Brown’s Hair Salon, based in 
Hull is a  people’s hair salon with a non-judgemental and 
mindful approach to their guests.

 We’ve had so much interest since having our 
screens installed.  People notice our salon much 
more than before and the window display promotes 
us to passers-by when the salon is closed, or if people 
just want to browse our prices and services without 
actually coming in.” - Sarah at Mousey Brown’s



Stand out against your competitors

Reduce costs and waiting times on printing 

Become more environmentally friendly 

Increase noticeability and revenues 

Improve customer perception 

Educate your in-store and outdoor customers

  Contact details:

  www.neweragroup.co.uk

  hello@neweragroup.co.uk

  0203 950 1968

START  YOUR  DIGITAL  SIGNAGE     
JOURNEY  TODAY!

GET A QUOTE NOW

BECOME A PARTNER

CALL US: 0203 950 1968

THE PAST THE FUTURE


